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Description Grand Design Reflection fifth wheel 337RLS highlights: Rear Tri-Fold Sofa
Fireplace Hutch Theatre Seating Premium Congoleum Flooring Solar Package ?
You can enjoy a spacious rear living area in this RV with dual opposing slides
offering you entertainment, kitchen amenities, seating and windows for great
views! The rear tri-fold sofa also converts into extra sleeping space for an extra
guest or two, just like the booth dinette does. Yet you might like to add the free
standing dinette option. There are theatre seats to enjoy while you place your
drinks in the cupholders and watch the entertainment center with a 40" LED HDTV
and fireplace. The pantry is big enough to store your favorite snacks, and the
kitchen island will make meal prepping easier, plus there is a 16 cu. ft. refrigerator
to store any leftovers. The full bathroom has a 30" x 48" fiberglass shower with a
skylight above for natural lighting as you get ready and a linen closet to store your
towels. The front private bedroom has a comfortable queen bed slide that can be
switched out for the optional king bed, a dresser with overhead cabinets, and a
full wall wardrobe that is prepped to add the optional washer and dryer so that
you can extend your camping trip with clean clothes! ? Each Reflection fifth wheel
and travel trailer by Grand Design is packed with luxury features for an overall
better camping experience! The MORryde 3000CRE suspension provides smooth
towing to your destination and the durable construction materials mean you can
enjoy your RV for years to come. These units include the Arctic 4-Seasons
Protection Package that will extend your camping season thanks to the extreme
temperature testing and maximum heating power. You will also appreciate the
Solar Package that will allow you to do some off-grid camping and the Compass
Connect system so you can control your RV's functions right from the palm of
your hand. The interior of these travel trailers and fifth wheels are designed to
make you feel at home with residential cabinetry, solid surface countertops,
blackout roller shades, a spacious shower with a glass door, residential
bedrooms, and the list goes on! Choose a Reflection today and start a new
adventure tomorrow!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 190-T78813
VIN Number: 573FR3724R9925410
Condition: New

Item address 251 Travelers Way, 92069, San Marcos, California, United States
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